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Head First SQL: Your Brain on SQL -- A Learner's GuideO'Reilly, 2007
Is your data dragging you down? Are your tables all tangled up? Well we've got the tools to teach you just how to wrangle your databases into submission. Using the latest research in neurobiology, cognitive science, and learning theory to craft a multi-sensory SQL learning experience, Head First SQL has a visually rich format designed for...
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Head First Design PatternsO'Reilly, 2004

	You're not alone. At any given moment, somewhere in the world someone struggles with the same software design problems you have. You know you don't want to reinvent the wheel (or worse, a flat tire), so you look to Design Patterns--the lessons learned by those who've faced the same problems. With Design Patterns, you get to take...
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Sleep in Children with Neurodevelopmental Disabilities: An Evidence-Based GuideSpringer, 2019

	This practical guide presents approaches to working with children and adolescents with neurodevelopmental disabilities who have sleep problems.  Divided into four sections, the book begins with the impact of sleep problems in children with disabilities and the evaluation of sleep complaints. The next two sections cover the major categories...
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Pediatric ENTSpringer, 2007

	Each patient is a part of a society: successful care given

	to that patient adds value to that society. Pediatric otolaryngology

	encompasses the traditional purposes of

	medicine in the prevention and curing of illness. It also

	focuses especially on hearing, speech, gustation and the

	sense of smell, swallowing and respiration....
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Yoga Benefits Are in Breathing Less: Introduction to Yoga Spirit and Anatomy for BeginnersCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	Yoga benefits, as ancient yoga books teach, are in breathing less air automatically and 24/7, even less than the tiny medical respiratory norm. Then one can expect more oxygen in the brain and other organs, and experience true benefits from yoga. Millions of people think and believe in a myth that yoga progress is about more and more difficult...
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Secondary Hypertension: Screening, Diagnosis and TreatmentSpringer, 2019

	
		This book provides a comprehensive overview of secondary hypertension for clinicians, including cardiologists as well as primary training physicians and general practitioners.

	
		A large number of patients suffer from high blood pressure, and it was previously thought that secondary hypertension accounted for 10% of all...
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Understanding Tcp/ip: A Clear And Comprehensive GuidePackt Publishing, 2006
This book covers in detail the Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model and the TCP/IP protocols that operate that different layers. Its coverage includes various application protocols. The authors explain in an easy-to-read style networking concepts and protocols, with examples that make the book a practical guide in addition to its...
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Expert Oracle Application Express Security (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	Expert Oracle Application Express Security covers all facets of security related to Oracle Application Express (APEX) development.  From basic settings that can enhance security, to preventing SQL Injection and Cross Site Scripting attacks, Expert Oracle Application Express Security shows how to secure your APEX...
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Code Craft: The Practice of Writing Excellent CodeNo Starch Press, 2006
Many programmers know how to write correct code - code that works. But not all know how to craft great code - code that is well written and easy to understand. Code Craft teaches programmers how to move beyond writing correct code to writing great code. The book covers code writing concerns, including code presentation style, variable...
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Dreaming: An Introduction to the Science of SleepOxford University Press, 2004
"A cool outline of modern knowledge about dreams...and an explanation of what is really happening in our brains when we dream.... Throughout he uses his own dreams, recorded over many years, as examples while showing how the science of sleep has evolved over the past 50 years. Along the way, Freud takes a battering."--New Scientist
...
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Clinical Pharmacology of SleepBirkhauser, 2006

	From the emergence of clinical sleep medicine marked by the establishment of the harbinger Stanford Sleep Disorders Clinic in the mid 1970s, offspring sleep dis- ders clinics and centers have grown exponentially with the recognition of the unmet diagnostic and treatment needs of the reservoir of patients suffering from sy- toms of what are...
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Your Brain: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2008

	
		Puzzles and brain twisters to keep your mind sharp and your memory intact are all the rage today. More and more people -- Baby Boomers and information workers in particular -- are becoming concerned about their gray matter's ability to function, and with good reason. As this sensible and entertaining guide points out, your brain...
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